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Yarns in Stock Let us know if you would like sample cards of any of the following
Brown Sheep Lamb’s Pride worsted and bulky, Cotton Fleece Fine
Domestic yarns produced in Nebraska. Lamb’s Pride blend of 85% soft wool/15% mohair. Bulky: 125
yards/4 ounces — great for easy shawls and blankets on large Continuous Strand Triangle, Square, and Rectangle frame looms. Worsted: 190 yards/4 ounces — great for weaving on all travel size Continuous Strand
Triangle, Square, and Rectangle frame looms. Use doubled for lighter-weight shawls on larger looms. Also
great for knitting and felting projects.
Cotton Fleece Fine, blend of 80% fine cotton/20% merino wool. 12 ply, equivalent to 8/2 cotton. 1000 yards per 8 ounce cone. I’m inspired to weave a baby wrap
for Rose, and will be threading the floor loom for it soon. 18 colors in stock.
Dragon Tales—new color, rayon, chenille, 8/2 and 4/2 cotton
Domestic yarns produced in North Carolina. Due to the popularity of our new
“washcloth loom,” we are now well stocked on all 21 colors of Dragon Tales 4/2
cotton, including the new “Scarlet.” The 4/2 cotton (450 yards per 8-ounce cone)
works especially well for washcloths on the 12-inch square loom, using the continuous strand weaving method. Use two strands at once. We also have Dragon
Tales 8/2 cotton (900 yards per 8 ounce cone), 8/2 Rayon, and Rayon Chenille in
all 21 colors.

Blanket for Baby Vincent
with Highland Weight Yarn

Dragon Tale Yarns
Harrisville Highland and Shetland weight 2-ply
100 % wool
Domestic yarns produced in New Hampshire. Highland weight (500 yards
per 8-ounce cone) and Shetland weight (1000 yards per 8-ounce cone). This
yarn is perfect for warm, traditional, heirloom textiles. I’ve used it for blankets, scarves, and for the voyager’s capote (heavy, densely fulled, water and
wind repellant overcoat, woven on all three large adjustable frame looms) in
the Continuous Strand Weaving book. Due to the weaving workshop with
Madelyn van der Hoogt, we have increased our color selection to 32 colors
in the Harrisville Shetland weight. We’ve always carried a full complement of Harrisville Highland weight 2-ply wool, in 49 colors,

Maysville Carpet Warp
Domestic yarn originally produced in Kentucky. This yarn hardly needs an introduction. Popular for carpet
warp, and for weaving placemats and runners. Knitters and crocheters love it for washcloths, vests and more.
This 8/4 cotton comes 800 yards per 8-ounce tube, and softens nicely after being washed. We somehow
double ordered, so are especially well stocked in over 75 colors.
Carol Leigh’s Nature-dyed Riata and Suri/Merino yarns
I’ve bragged on these two yarns before. Uniquely designed by Brooks Farm in
Texas, these yarns specialize in putting 2 or 3 fibers, into 2 or 3 plies, spinning
each ply in a different fiber. Each fiber takes the natural dyes differently, offering
a unique, heather appearance to the yarn. Each of these yarns have been discontinued by Brooks Farm, but we like the Riata so well for light-weight shawls on our
triangle looms, and Bex loves the Suri for knitting, we have bought out their last
remaining stock—enough to last me several years. Riata: silk, kid mohair, merino Riata Shawl Dyed with
wool, 3-ply, 375 yards per 8-ounce skein. Suri Alpaca/Merino Wool: 2-ply, 225
Saxon Blue
yards per 6-ounce skein. Yarn blooms nicely. Both yarns are silky soft and are
dyed in dozens of natural colors. Will dye to customer’s specifications. (More Yarns, continued on Page 7)

